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54/12/22 Photos: "Head Bowed"; "Last Cab Ride" (showing three jurors) ; "Edmond Verlinger"; Beatrice Orenstein"; "Evidence In Sheppard Murder Trial"
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EDMOND VERLINGER, hardware store manager, eager to return to work.
HEAD BOWED, Assistant Prosecutor Thomas Parrino looks away as Mrs. Dorothy Sheppard, with tears in her eyes, starts down the stairway from the court where her brother-in-law, Dr. Sam Sheppard, was convicted.
LAST CAB RIDE for Sheppard Jurors William Lamb, Louise Feuchter and Ann Foote was from Criminal Courts Bldg. to Hotel Carter after the verdict.

BEATRICE ORENSTEIN said it was an experience she would never forget.
EVIDENCE IN SHEPPARD MURDER TRIAL is carried to vault in prosecutor's office by Court Reporter Sanford Lester (left) and Guard Eddie Lavelle. Box contains bloodstained pillows, bedsheets and pajamas of murder victim. Material will gather dust in vault—unless Dr. Sam Sheppard wins his retrial.